
 
 
 
 
 
To the judges: 
 

was a party for the teenager, and Rubin partied well. He mixed pills with alcohol, a 
popular choice among his fellow football players. It was a concoction easy to fix and 
impossible to give up until the day he overdosed. 
 
Today a wheelchair and a diaper, palsied hands and an empty stare convey the extent of 
his brain damage  the centerpiece of images captured by Los Angeles Times 
photographer Liz O. Baylen in her ambitious portfolio documenting the tragedy of 
prescription drug addiction among an estimated 12 million Americans. 
 
On assignment for nearly a year and a half  -part series 

 Baylen reveals the human dimension of this national epidemic. A 
, intimate look 

at the lives of patients trapped by their addictions and of a doctor associated with 16 
fatalities due to his willingness to write the necessary scrips. 
 
The sensitivity of the assignment proved a challenge for Baylen. She had to guarantee the 
anonymity of federal agents who could not be identified. She had to wait for hours 
outside a medical office before acting on a tip, and she had to explain why she wanted to 
take pictures at a funeral for one victim. 
 
Still, Baylen found her images: a p
covered with pill bottles; a young man whose grimace contains the excruciating pain of 
withdrawal; and, in one heart-wrenching shot, a mother and father hunched over the 
tailgate of the truck in which their  
 

addiction and the establishments  ghost clinics and pill mills  that support it. She has a 
keen eye not only for the sweep of the story, but also for the smaller, more telling details: 
rolls of bills placed on the hood of a car in the course of an arrest; a pillow belonging to 
an overdose victim being clutched by the mother.  
 
The images, painted by light and shadow, are at times literal and at times symbolic. A 
doctor wearing a plain T-shirt is led off in handcuffs after a raid on his office. A painted 
palm tree on a wall rises above a disheveled bed. Friends gather to write inscriptions on a 
casket as if it were a yearbook.  
 
In the course of her work, Baylen was affected by the vision of the dark underside of the 
prescription drug world. For many of these patients, a pill once taken as a necessity  to 
help fight pain, to ward off depression   often think of medicine 

 
 
For her work exposing readers to this complicated and harrowing world, the Los Angeles 
Times is proud to nominate Liz O. Baylen for the Pulitzer Prize in Feature Photography. 
 

 
Sincerely, 

       

                                                                     
Davan Maharaj 
Editor 


